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Almost a hero idle rpg clicker

Looking for a dormant RPG clicker game where you can become a daring adventurer with the battle skills of greatest heroes ever forged in combat? Well, that's not all. Almost a hero is proud to attract tryhards who don't fit in with cool kids. Evolve deeply flawed and emotionally broken characters. Turn absolute zeros into somewhat good heroes. Enjoy huge
and exciting battles. Unlock guarded secrets. Develop ancient magic. They kill each other a lot. What's not to love about Almost a Hero? So if you're more failed than a fighter, more wally than warrior, or dumber than soldier, then we want to hear from you. That's where you're meant to be. Join your true family in almost a hero. Almost a hero is probably one
of the most addictive RPG clicker games you'll discover out there today. In this incremental RPG clicker game, you will meet a bunch of inactive heroes, also known as the most useless to walk around this earth, who embark on a quest to be a little less useless. In AaH you will find inactive heroes with updates, missions, ancient artifacts and secrets to unlock
to become almost heroes. Oh, and there are plenty of clicks to do. Yup, that's what clicker games are all about. Do you almost have what it takes to become almost a hero? Hub Video Downloader-Private download videos 2.0.5 Video Downloader Pro Designer Highest Level I've ever achieved is 600. So I played this a fair enough amount. I played a ton of tap
games. The concept is great for me. I don't want to feel like I'm forced to spend a lot of time on an app, but knowing that I can if I want to. I don't want to feel that no progress is made in my short game sessions, so on and so on. Touch games are my best friend. That said, THIS IS MY FAVORITE!! The art style really sells this game. The characters have
charm. They have purpose. You join certain characters and you really understand their strengths and weaknesses easily. The same cannot be said of other games of this genre. You end up with extensive hordes of guys you don't remember and spend your time throwing resources at min/maxing a bunch of rando characters that don't give it a sprain. I
certainly spend some time doing this on this one, but the 5-man squad is perfect. It's digestible, easy to use, and actually give a raw about your characters, leveling them, working on your team. Great game. From one type of industry to another, kudos to the team that did it. Almost a hero is a dormant RPG clicker game of epic proportions where some of the
most useless dimwits embark on a quest t... Details App Activity Forum Discussions Almost A Hero is an inactive RPG clicker game of epic proportions where of the most useless dimwits embark on a quest to be a little less useless. They say they never give a loser a uniform chance. We say differently. A handful of deeply unique and deeply deeply have
been chosen for greatness. Heroic, noble, enlightened... Only 3 of the many words you can't type. Combine them seemingly cleverly to beat the endless waves of enemies in multiple modes – find your own way to wait to make good use of them just to be taught otherwise painfully. Join these zeros in a quest to become heroes in an ancient land. Train them
to learn battle skills, magical powers and what end of a sword is the end of the business. In almost a hero you will find missions, secrets to unlock and there are plenty of clicks to do. Yup, is a clicker game, an inactive one. Do you almost have what it takes for perhaps, under certain circumstances, potentially becoming almost a hero? I would challenge you to
a battle of wits, but I see you came unarmed - Wendle the Wise Every time you go offline all the progress stops. The appeal of seeing my heroes inch their way forward on slow, agonising stages just so I can progress isn't really fun. Can any offline possibility be renewed? Page 2 13 comments
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